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SELLING POINTS:
- Prior to the CD's release, Killing The
Dream already had two west coast
tours under their belt, one with Embrace
Today, another supporting Comeback
Kid and Scars Of Tomorrow. More
touring is planned for all of 2004.
- Over 300 copies promotional copies
have been distributed to radio stations
and music publications (both major and
independent) by Invisible Youth, LLC
Promotion Services.
- The first track off of the CD was
included on a sampler CD in AMP
Magazine, which has a press run of
50,000 copies and is a nationally
distributed magazine (found in Tower
Records, Borders, Barnes & Noble, and
countless small and large retail chains
throughout the nation.)
- "Intense, melodic hardcore just
screaming to be heard. For fans of Give
Up The Ghost, Comeback Kid, and Kid
Dynamite."

"Self-Titled" MCD/7"
The debut effort from California's own
KILLING THE DREAM features 5 brand new
songs on vinyl, and a 10 song CD featuring
all 5 new songs, plus the 5 songs from the
2003 demo. Killing The Dream plays a style
of hardcore similar to that of modern
hardcore bands like Terror and Comeback
Kid, successfully mixing traditional fast
hardcore with some heavier material. Expect
layered guitar harmonics and melodies,
reminiscent of Count Me Out and Kid
Dynamite, mixed with the vocal intensity of
the early American Nightmare (now known as
Give Up The Ghost) recordings. This new
record takes solid foundation and builds upon
that, hinting at a band really beginning to
come into their own, creating their own
unique approach to anger and desperation.
The band has worked hard in their short time
together, and has already completed two full
west coast tours - one with Embrace Today
(Deathwish, Inc. Records), and a second
supporting Comeback Kid (Facedown
Records) and Scars Of Tomorrow (Victory
Records). While most bands simply bide the
time until the headliners take the stage,
Killing The Dream blows away an
unsuspecting audience, and in many cases,
steals the show. The band has undergone
an amazing amount of growth in their first
year together, and no less is expected of
them in the coming months of 2004. Watch
out.
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TRACK LISTING
1. Picking Up The Pieces
2. We'll Always Have Paris
3. Save.Our.Ship.
4. Play The Tune Or Die
5. 10 1/2
6. Before You Fall Asleep**
7. January 2nd**
8. Pardon The Interruption**
9. The Escape**
10. By Now**
**CD only tracks
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